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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

A sustainable society needs green, efficient, and precise
chemical processes. To this end, process intensification at
various scales is a common and effective strategy.
Recently, micromachines as smart tools for process
monitoring and manipulation have been drawing
increasing attention from scientists and engineers due to
concerns in recognition vision, manipulation capacity, and
environmental footprint. For example, flow synthesis based
on microtubes opens new reaction windows to resolve
challenges in low atoms and energy utilization and large
intermediate materials hold-up; microfluidic devices
enable the development of labs-on-chips for high-
throughput detection. Accordingly, this Special Issue seeks
to showcase research papers and review articles that focus
on all kinds of micromachines towards chemical process
intensification. These may include fixed equipment like
micromixers, microreactors, and micro-separators, or
variable element like microdroplets, microbubbles, and
micelles, as long they have functions or potential for the
improvement of chemical processes. 
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Editor-in-Chief Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to contribute research articles or
comprehensive reviews for consideration and publication
i n Micromachines (ISSN 2072-666X). Micromachines is
published in the open access format. Research articles,
reviews and other contents are released on the internet
immediately a er acceptance. The scientific community
and the general public have unlimited free access to the
content as soon as it is published. As an open access
journal, Micromachines is supported by the authors or their
institutes by payment of article processing charges (APC)
for accepted papers. We are pleased to welcome you as
our authors.
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